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Dragonbreath 2 Attack Of The Ninja Frogs
In the tenth book of the series perfect for Dork Diaries and Wimpy Kid fans, this dragon will storm a castle, battle a knight, and stand up to any
bully! What does Danny Dragonbreath do when his super-annoying cousin Spencer gets kidnapped by knights? First, he thinks about how nice and
quiet Thanksgiving would be without Spencer. Then, of course, Danny goes off to rescue him, with his cohorts Wendell and Christiana by his side.
Their action-packed mission involves a dirty dungeon, a very squelchy moat, a big surprise for Christiana . . . and jousting galore! The hilarious
Dragonbreath series matches up classic middle grade humor with comic panels. It's guaranteed to make you laugh until smoke comes out of your
nose!
Danny Dragonbreath and his best friend Wendell thought the hot dog from the school cafeteria looked a little . . . off. Then things got weird when
the hot dog bit Wendell, and weirder still when Wendell started to sprout back hair. Could Wendell be morphing into a . . . (cue ominous music) werewiener? All evidence points to yes. And unless he and Danny can get past the lunch ladies and slay the alpha-wurst, the whole school could be
infected. Written in Ursula Vernon's trademark hybrid style of comic-book panels and text, this is the thrilling third book in the series. In a starred
review, Kirkus Reviews said Dragonbreath "will leave readers in stiches- and on tenterhooks waiting for the next one." Curse of the Were-Wiener will
make kids everywhere laugh, shriek, and take a closer look at their lunches. Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid and Bad Kitty.
"Harriet Hamsterbone sets out to reverse the curse on twelve mice princesses who are forced to dance all night, every night"-Sleeping Beauty gets a feisty, furry twist in this hilarious new comic series from the creator of Dragonbreath Harriet Hamsterbone is not your typical
princess. She may be quite stunning in the rodent realm (you'll have to trust her on this one), but she is not so great at trailing around the palace
looking ethereal or sighing a lot. She finds the royal life rather . . . dull. One day, though, Harriet's parents tell her of the curse that a rat placed on
her at birth, dooming her to prick her finger on a hamster wheel when she's twelve and fall into a deep sleep. For Harriet, this is most wonderful
news: It means she's invincible until she's twelve! After all, no good curse goes to waste. And so begins a grand life of adventure with her trusty
riding quail, Mumfrey...until her twelfth birthday arrives and the curse manifests in a most unexpected way. Perfect for fans of Babymouse and
Chris Colfer's Land of Stories, this laugh-out-loud new comic hybrid series will turn everything you thought you knew about princesses on its head.
Another Phoebe and Her Unicorn Adventure
Dragonbreath #2
Dragonbreath #8
Attack of the Ninja Frogs
Dear Greta

Danny Dragonbreath is hoping to see lots of cool bats when he and his best friend, Wendell, visit Danny's cousin, a bat specialist
in Mexico. But he isn't expecting to get up close and personal with a giant bat monster, who kidnaps Danny and carries him off to
her lair! Now nerdy Wendell will finally get a chance to be a hero . . . but only if he can hunt down the bat monster before she
permanently adopts Danny as her bat monster baby. Ursula Vernon has packed the fourth book in this laugh-until-smoke-comes-out-ofyour-nose series with fantastic bat facts and hilarity of the highest order. Wimpy Kid fans everywhere will love this decidedly unwimpy (but often unlucky!) dragon. Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid and Bad Kitty. Watch a Video
Danny Dragonbreath can't breathe fire, but he has no fear. And that comes in handy when a bad grade at school inspires him to
enlist his cousin the sea-serpent's help with a research project. Using a hybrid of comic-book panels and text, Ursula Vernon
introduces an irresistible set of characters that will have readers laughing until smoke comes out of their noses!
This delightful series of board books is aimed at very young children. The bright pictures with their patches of different
textures, are designed to develop sensory and language awareness.
In the first novel of the New York Times bestselling Temeraire series, a rare bond is formed between a young man and a dragon, and
together they must battle in the Napoleonic Wars. “A terrifically entertaining fantasy novel.”—Stephen King Aerial combat brings a
thrilling new dimension to the Napoleonic Wars as valiant warriors rise to Britain’s defense by taking to the skies . . . not
aboard aircraft but atop the mighty backs of fighting dragons. When HMS Reliant captures a French frigate and seizes its precious
cargo, an unhatched dragon egg, fate sweeps Capt. Will Laurence from his seafaring life into an uncertain future–and an unexpected
kinship with a most extraordinary creature. Thrust into the rarified world of the Aerial Corps as master of the dragon Temeraire,
he will face a crash course in the daring tactics of airborne battle. For as France’s own dragon-borne forces rally to breach
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British soil in Bonaparte’s boldest gambit, Laurence and Temeraire must soar into their own baptism of fire. “Just when you think
you’ve seen every variation possible on the dragon story, along comes Naomi Novik. . . . Her wonderful Temeraire is a dragon for
the ages.”—Terry Brooks Don’t miss the magic of Naomi Novik’s Temeraire series: HIS MAJESTY’S DRAGON • THRONE OF JADE • BLACK
POWDER WAR • EMPIRE OF IVORY • VICTORY OF EAGLES • TONGUES OF SERPENTS • CRUCIBLE OF GOLD • BLOOD OF TYRANTS • LEAGUE OF DRAGONS
The Frog Princess
Revenge of the Horned Bunnies
Dragonbreath #11
No Such Thing as Ghosts
Hamster Princess
Dragonbreath #2Attack of the Ninja FrogsPenguin
Having recovered their human shape, Emeralda and Eadric try to help Aunt Grassina find the special objects needed to break the spell that turned Grassina's true love, Haywood, into an otter.
After accidentally killing a dragon, Wiglaf hopes his friends at Dragon Slayers' Academy will be able to help him prove himself a hero when he faces that dragon's mother, Seetha, the Beast from the East.
Follow Wiglaf's adventures at Dragon Slayers' Academy as he discovers more about his past and what the future holds for him.
This was meant to be Alice's year to shine, but things are already going wrong... At school, she's given young environmental activist Greta Thunberg as her pen pal for a fictional writing assignment. Why
couldn't Alice get someone easy to write to, like a pop star? Then she's put in charge of taking the Harmony Day Food Fair online, which seems impossible, especially when she is teamed up with the most
annoying boy in her school. As if she didn't have enough on her plate, Alice gets kicked out of her bedroom by her grandmother coming to stay. And no matter what Alice does, she'll never be able to live
up to her infuriating big sister's achievements, right? Through her letters to Greta, Alice finds herself opening up about her life. And as Alice approaches the hard questions by wondering, 'What would
Greta do?', she starts to believe that she can make a difference - a big one.
Castle Hangnail
Revenge of the Dragon Lady
Dragonbreath #9
Dragon's Breath
Player's Handbook Races - Dragonborn

"This new diet allows users to eat whatever they like five days a week and then fast (consuming 500-600 calories/day) for two nonconsecutive days"-Danny Dragonbreath and his friends are cooler than ever in book 11 of the comic series perfect for Big Nate and Diary of a Wimpy Kid fans Danny Dragonbreath
doesn’t just have a cold. He is cold. His fire has gone out! And that’s super-dangerous for a fire-breathing dragon like Danny. So, following a tip from his greatgrandfather, Danny and his trusty friends Wendell and Christiana head to the farthest north to find the magical ingredient that will reignite his fire. On the way, the
gang faces an extremely windy bridge, killer ice worms, and one very confused baby phoenix. A perfect blend of text and comic panels, this goofy eleventh
installment in the Dragonbreath series is guaranteed to make you laugh until smoke comes out of your nose!
Sofia is the other princess. Not the crown princess – that's her perfect big sister, Katrin. Sofia is the princess who always says the wrong thing; who hates going to
parties; who doesn't like people; who just wants to sit and read her books. So when Sofia is shipped off on a stomach-churning dragon flight to make another royal
visit, she decides it's time for this princess to take a little break. In disguise, Sofia soon finds herself discovering a magical city of learning, new friends and freedom.
In short, everything is going wonderfully ... right up until it goes horribly wrong. And that's before the ice giants show up. From the author of The Dragon with a
Chocolate Heart comes a magical third adventure about acceptance, family and friendship, perfect for fans of Cressida Cowell and Cornelia Funke
After reluctantly kissing a frog, an awkward, fourteen-year-old princess suddenly finds herself a frog, too, and sets off with the prince to seek the means--and the
self-confidence--to become human again.
When Fairies Go Bad
Dragonbreath #6
Hamster Princess: Harriet the Invincible
Combat Tactics for Dungeon Masters
Dragonbreath #4

Danny Dragonbreath knows girls are nothing but trouble. And the new foreign exchange student, Suki the Salamander, is the worst: she's reduced his best
friend, Wendell, to a blithering, lovesick tadpole. But when a group of ninja frogs attempt to kid
A guide to the characters and situations in "The 39 Clues" outlines the Cahills' secrets, including hidden facts, strategies, agents, lost founders,
secret bases, and scandals, as well as information about all branches of the family.
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Not only must Danny and Wendell trick-or-treat with skeptical classmate Christiana, but school bully Big Eddy dares them to enter a haunted house on
Halloween night, where they may have to sacrifice their candy to a ghost.
Attention all Wimpy Kid and Bad Kitty fans! Who do you call when you have a really weird mystery involving mutants, toxic sludge, and enormous missing
dentures? Detective Danny Dragonbreath, of course! He may not be as book smart as his nerdy friends Wendell and Christiana, but this dragon knows more
about strange creatures and slimy things than anyone. . . and this case is really strange and slimy. Featuring Ursula Vernon's trademark comic book
hybrid style, the Dragonbreath graphic novel series is guaranteed to make you laugh until smoke comes out your nose!
Book One of the Temeraire
Crossroads: Operation Dragon's Breath
The Princess Who Flew with Dragons
The Case of the Toxic Mutants
Gravity Falls: Once Upon a Swine

Ride 'em, cowboy! Danny's off to summer camp! Danny Dragonbreath is counting down the days to his awesome western summer camp . . . until he gets the terrible news that his
annoying younger cousin Spencer is going too. Good-bye, Danny the Cowboy; Hello, Danny the Babysitter. But when Spencer befriends a mythical jackalope (or horned bunny) and then
uncovers a diabolical jackalope-napping ring, things start looking up again. After all, if you need a math problem solved, you call a nerd. But if you need a villainous ring of hornedbunnynappers broken up, you call Danny Dragonbreath. The sixth book in this laugh-until-smoke-comes-out-of- your-nose series is perfect for Wimpy Kid and Bad Kitty fans
everywhere.
"A story about a particularly no-nonsense wombat who finds herself stuck on the wrong end of a one-way tunnel in a strange land where nonsense seems to be the specialty. Now with
the help of a talking statue of a god, an outcast hyena, a shadow-being of indeterminate origin, and an oracular slug she seeks to find out where she is and how to go about getting back
to her Warren"--Publisher description.
New options and character hooks for dragonborn characters. If you want to play the ultimate dragonborn hero, this book is for you! This expansion of the Player’s Handbook® core
rulebook explores the mysteries of the dragonborn. It presents D&D® players with exciting new options for their dragonborn characters, including unique racial feats, powers, paragon
paths, and epic destinies. This book also includes ways to flesh out your dragonborn character’s background and personality.
When little, twelve-year-old Molly arrives at Castle Hangnail to fill the vacancy for a wicked witch, the minions who dwell there have no choice but to give her the job and at first it
seems she will be able to keep the castle open, but Molly has quite a few secrets that could cause trouble.
Hamster Princess: Whiskerella
Dragonbreath #5
That's Not My Dragon
Lose Weight, Stay Healthy, and Live Longer with the Simple Secrets of Intermittent Fasting and High-Intensity Training
Knight-napped!

A funny, feminist twist on the Cinderella fairy tale for fans of fractured fairy tales Princess Harriet Hamsterbone is not the
kind of princess who enjoys fancy dresses or extravagant parties. Cliff-diving, fractions, and whacking people with swords are
more her thing. So when she's forced to attend a boring ball in honor of a visiting ambassador, Harriet is less than
thrilled--until a bewitchingly beautiful stranger arrives. Who is she? And where did she come from? The mystery leads to a not-sowicked stepsister, an incontinent lizard, and a fairy's spell that's really more of a curse. Luckily, Harriet knows a thing or two
about curses... Smart, funny, and filled with swashbuckling adventure, book five in the critically acclaimed Hamster Princess
series is a hilariously re-told fairy tale for the modern age.
While drawing in class to avoid listening to a story from his painfully boring teacher at Stagwood School, 12-year old Cal sees a
frog staring at him through the window. Odder than that is the fact that this frog happens to be wearing glasses.Cal and his best
friend, the tactless but loyal Soy, learn that the frog (who prefers the name Deli) has sought them out for a reason. When a
school administrator named Ream reveals himself to be a dragon, the boys discover that fairytales are real, and that there is
magic afoot in Stagwood. With Ream on their tail, the trio must unearth a powerful tool protected by riddles and rile (the magic
that fuels nightmares) to save the fate of all fairytales past. Their only means on conveyance, Cal's now-flying bed, takes them
on a journey beyond the home of the fairies (a cloud floating somewhere over Iceland) to set things right. But, before Cal can
defeat Ream and his kidnapped army of fairies, he has to deal with Soy's knack for arguing with magical creatures, discover the
truth about Deli's identity, and earn his place as the hero of the story.The Guardians of Lore is a middle grade novel that
centers around two life-long friends, infusing humor and fantasy-based riddles into a modern fairytale. This is an exceptionally
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written intriguing piece of work that enthuses and imbues curiosity in young readers to discover the unknown with a spirit of
adventure. Ideally, this is a book for children who enjoy folklore, mythical creatures and fairy tales.
Crossroads: Operation Dragon's Breath is a World War II historical fiction novel that begins with the attack on Pearl Harbor. In
preparation for this attack the Japanese have built a secret base in the wilderness of Northern California from which fire bombing
attacks on nearby cities will be launched, attacks designed to impair America's war effort by the creation of fear with diversion
of critical war resources. The novel tells the story of two Japanese pilots--one a woman--and an American prospector who meet in
June of 1942 as enemies and fight a private war. The crossroads of the main characters intersect at this base located 800 feet
above the valley, on the southern flank of Thompson Peak in the Klamath Mountains. There a nine hundred foot long runway has been
constructed along a geological fault that connects with an extensive cavernous system. In the main cavern, next to the runway, two
Aeroncas with Army Air Force markings and incendiary bombs await their flights to Sacramento and San Francisco.Two Japanese pilots
are selected to ensure the mission's success. An Imperial Japanese Navy Lieutenant, Michiso Shimizu, flies an A6M2 Zero an
unparalleled 1900 statute miles from the aircraft carrier Jun'yo to the base. The second pilot, a Warrant Officer, is killed and
his place taken by Akito Sano, the rebellious daughter of a retired Admiral. She flies an E14Y catapulted from the submarine I-15
that surfaces 50 miles off the Northern California coast.The third is an American geologist, Grahame McAdams, who retreats to the
valley after his son is killed at Pearl Harbor and wife dies when she learns of the death. Grahame knows the valley from the time
he explored the region as a young man. When he arrives with his unusual yellow lab, Sandy, and a burro, Jennie-Be-Good, the
charred remains of a cabin built with the help of his son seven years earlier are all that remain of a happier time. This arson
ignites the clash between Grahame, the residual support crew at the base and two pilots.Historical events are interwoven into the
plot to provide a sense of the period and evoke the reality in which these protagonists find themselves.
At the moment when Mabel wins Waddles the pig at the Mystery Fair, Dipper ruins his chance to impress Wendy. But when Dipper finds
a way to travel back in time and changes his fate with Wendy, Mabel's fate also changes—for the worse. Will Dipper and Mabel tweak
time so they both leave the fair a winner? Will Mabel ever share a slice of pizza with her beloved Waddles again? Then, when a
prehistoric creature snatches up Waddles, it's up to the Gravity Falls gang to save him! Readers will love this chapter book
filled with black-and-white art from the show.
His Majesty's Dragon
The Black Book of Buried Secrets
Digger
Nightmare of the Iguana
The Guardian of Lore
From the creator of the popular blog The Monsters Know What They’re Doing comes a compilation of villainous battle plans for Dungeon Masters. In the course of a
Dungeons & Dragons game, a Dungeon Master has to make one decision after another in response to player behavior—and the better the players, the more
unpredictable their behavior! It’s easy for even an experienced DM to get bogged down in on-the-spot decision-making or to let combat devolve into a boring slugfest,
with enemies running directly at the player characters and biting, bashing, and slashing away. In The Monsters Know What They’re Doing, Keith Ammann lightens the
DM’s burden by helping you understand your monsters’ abilities and develop battle plans before your fifth edition D&D game session begins. Just as soldiers don’t whip
out their field manuals for the first time when they’re already under fire, a DM shouldn’t wait until the PCs have just encountered a dozen bullywugs to figure out how
they advance, fight, and retreat. Easy to read and apply, The Monsters Know What They're Doing is essential reading for every DM.
Danny Dragonbreath has seen a lot of weird things, but nothing quite like the inside of his best friend Wendell's brain. Wendell has been having terrible nightmares,
and Danny and Wendell's totally-not-girlfriend Suki agree to venture into the iguana's mind to get rid of the thing causing the dreams--before Wendell goes
permanently insane. There's more scary stuff in Wendell's strange and nerdy subconscious than Danny bargained for, and getting out of there is no easy feat, even for
a ninja girl and an almost-fire-breathing dragon. The eighth book in the smoking hot Dragonbreath series for fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid , Bad Kitty, and Big Nate will
make you laugh until smoke comes out your nose!
Final installment of the Dark Destiny Series! Demons and pregnancy don’t mix. Cori and Bartol have six weeks left to go until their baby is born, but all hell is about to
break loose before that happens. Demons are possessing humans again and wreaking havoc. No one knows what their agenda is, but it's increasing tensions between
the humans and supernaturals, escalating into violence. As one of the only people capable of slaying the hell spawns, Bartol has been called upon to deal with them.
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But impending fatherhood is challenging enough, especially when he's still struggling to overcome psychological trauma in order to have the relationship with Cori that
she and their child deserve. Unfortunately, an ultimatum from the angels forces Bartol into the fight, and leaves Cori battling her own doubts and fears. Their child is
coming—will they be ready?
Time flies in this fifth volume of Dana Simpson's Phoebe and Her Unicorn! Follow the lovable duo as they experience somewhat-spooky Halloween parties, ecstatic
snow days, and looming summer reading assignments. Although the journey of growing up can sometimes be difficult, along the way Phoebe and Marigold discover
something more enduring than goblin fads, unicorn spa vacations, and even a Spell of Forgetting—their one of a kind friendship.
Unicorn Crossing
Dragonbreath #1
The FastLife
Curse of the Were-wiener
Dragonbreath #7

Danny Dragonbreath knows girls are nothing but trouble. And the new foreign exchange student, Suki the Salamander, is the worst: she's reduced his best friend,
Wendell, to a blithering, lovesick tadpole. But when a group of ninja frogs attempt to kidnap her, Danny knows he must step in. Danny and Wendell have watched lots of
kung fu movies and can totally take on a bunch of ninja frogs. Or, um, so he hopes . . .
Meet Babymouse--the spunky mouse beloved by young readers for more than a decade! Babymouse faces her biggest challenge yet—the annual school dodgeball
tournament. Will she be able to dodge her way to victory? This groundbreaking young graphic novel series, full of humor and fun, is a bestseller that’s sold more than
three million copies! "Move over, Superman, here comes Babymouse!"—The Chicago Sun-Times It's a bird! It's a plane! It's a... Babymouse? School is a constant battle
between good (Babymouse), evil (Felicia Furrpaws), and more evil (gym class!). Can things get any worse? Yup. Because it’s time for the annual dodgeball tournament.
What’s a mouse to do? Don’t miss the excitement in Our Hero—the 2nd hilarious, action-packed installment of the beloved Babymouse graphic novel series! DON'T MISS
The BIG Adventures of Babymouse: Once Upon a Messy Whisker, the newest, brightest, and BIGGER THAN EVER graphic novel from BABYMOUSE!
Danny Dragonbreath and his best friend, Wendell, have a carefully constructed trick-or-treating system designed to maximize their Halloween candy haul. But this year,
despite Danny's awesome vampire costume, their plan is flopping. First, Danny's dad makes them trick-or-treat with Christiana Vanderpool, an annoying know-it-all (and
girl) who doesn't even believe that dragons exist. And then the school bully dares them to go into a spooky old haunted house. Naturally, the house is inhabited by a
creepy clown and a candy-crazed ghost of yore. It's going to take more than fire-breathing to get them out of this mess - they might even have to (horror of horrors!)
perform a sacrificial candy offering. Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid, Bad Kitty, and Big Nate, Ursula Vernon's hauntingly hilarious fifth book in the Dragonbreath series will
make you check your closets and lock up your candy.
NOT your little sister's glittery fairy story! Everyone knows rule #1 in the dragon world: Never, ever mess with a dragon's mama. So when Danny Dragonbreath's mom
gets kidnapped by fairies, Danny, his best friend Wendell, and know-it-all Christiana hop the first bus to the Faerie realm to show those fairies who's boss. But these are
not the sparkly Tinkerbell kind of fairies. These guys play dirty, and escaping fairyland with Danny's mom is no easy task, even for a sort-of-fire-breathing dragon. The
seventh book in this laugh-until-smoke-comes-out-of-your-nose series is perfect for Wimpy Kid, Bad Kitty, and Dork Diary fans everywhere.
The Monsters Know What They're Doing
Lair of the Bat Monster
Dragonbreath #3
Of Mice and Magic
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